GENERAL NOTES

1. Unless otherwise specified, sidewalks shall be 4" thick.

2. One-inch deep transverse contraction joints shall be placed in sidewalks at intervals of approximately 12' or at a spacing that matches adjacent curb and gutter. If the sidewalk is over 7' in width, a 2" deep longitudinal contraction joint shall be placed in the center of the sidewalk. The maximum area of sidewalk without contraction joints or scoring lines shall be approximately 16 square feet. Joints shall be either formed or sawn. Formed joints shall be finished with a tool having a 1/8" radius.

3. Score marks shall be 1/2" in depth. They shall be placed at 5' spacing when the contraction joint interval is 3'-0" and at 6' spacing when the contraction joint interval is 12'.

4. Expansion joints shall be located between sidewalks and driveways and all abutting structures. Expansion joints shall match the joints in the adjacent concrete pavement or existing concrete curb and sidewalk. Maximum length of sidewalk without an expansion joint shall be 60 transverse feet. The 1/2" joint filler shall extend the full depth of the concrete.

5. Concrete shall be finished by means of a float, then steel troweled and then broomed with a fine brush in a transverse direction.
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